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But maybe you’re doubting? Oh, the doubting. 
Or maybe you don’t doubt your awesome- 
ness (congratulations), but being an awesome  
person, you know you can’t walk down the

YEAH YOU ARE! TRUE STORY.

 WORD ON THE STREET IS 
 THAT YOU’RE KIND OF 

 AWESOME

street proclaiming it unless you want people to give you a lot 

of space. Whether you’re working your way toward awesome 

and want to record the progress, trying to reclaim your  

awesomeness after a setback, or looking for a place to revel 

in awesomeness, this journal will come in handy. 

A journal is your safe space to work out your thoughts and 

ideas in your journey toward awesomeness. It’s also where 

you can celebrate your fantastic feats without anyone throw-

ing shade your way. 



The word “awesome” gets tossed around a lot. It’s a good idea 

to remind yourself what it means, so you can decide what 

kind of awesome you want to be. Here is the definition 

according to Merriam-Webster:

Causing feelings of fear and wonder : causing feelings of 

awe : extremely good 

 

 

Most of us are aiming for extremely good, terrific, and/or 

extraordinary. But no one is saying you can’t aim to truly 

inspire awe. You could even aspire to cause feelings of fear 

and wonder, particularly if you are an evil genius or the 

parent of small children. 

Are you worried that declaring yourself awesome is not 

entirely healthy? Don’t worry; a soupçon of narcissism isn’t 

bad. Susan Krauss Whitbourne, in her Psychology Today 

article “The Healthy Side of Narcissism,” argues that mild 

narcissism can be good for your well-being. Researchers have 

called this “adaptive narcissism,” which helps people become 

self-sufficient, self-confident, better at coping with anxiety, 

and effective leaders. How do you know when you’ve gone 

too far? In O, the Oprah Magazine, life coach Martha Beck 

explains how you can differentiate healthy self-esteem from 

narcissism. “Go to the person in your life who reeks of self-

esteem and ask, ‘In what ways do you think you need to grow 

or change?’ If the person is psychologically healthy, the list 

will be as long as your leg. That’s because real self-esteem 

is based on finding areas where we can improve ourselves 

and honestly working to overcome problems. Healthy people 

know that they are always a work in progress. Narcissists, 

on the other hand, will tell you they have nothing to change.”

1: expressive of awe   

2a: inspiring awe  

2b: terrific, extraordinary 

Take a page from Ms. Beck and recognize that self-esteem 

takes work. Use this journal to record that process and 

nurture healthy awesomeness.

Specialists agree that in order to reap the benefits of journaling 

you have to stick with it, quasi-daily, for as little as five 

minutes at a time (at least fifteen minutes, however, is best), 

even on the days when awesomeness seems a distant memory. 

Finding regular writing times and comfortable locations 

can help with consistency. If you find yourself unable to 

muster a single awesome sentiment, don’t stress. Instead, 

use the quotes inside this journal as a jumping-off point for 

observations and explorations. 

What should you write about? The journal is your oyster. 

Keep track of the ways you want to grow and change. Keep a 

list of awesome people whom you want to emulate, and write 

about what makes them spectacular. Hold forth on the things 

you like about yourself. List daily successes,whether success 

is writing an amazing report or just getting a shower that 

day. When you do something awkward or stupid, write about 

that as well. Recognizing and accepting your foibles makes 

you even more awesome. 

Write whatever comes, and don’t criticize it; journaling is 

a means of self-reflection, not a structured composition. 

In other words, spew. Finally, determine a home for your 

journal where you can reference it when you’re feeling 

awesome or for that matter, not so awesome. 

The great twenty-first century thinker and awesomeness 

role model Barney Stinson truly knew how to express his 

greatness: “In my body, where the shame gland should be, 

there is a second awesome gland.” You’ve got awesome inside 

of you, too. Embrace and nurture it. So many idiots think 

they’re awesome, but you really kind of are. True story.



And all the colors 
I am inside

Have not been 
invented yet.

Shel Silverstein

WHY I’M KIND OF AWESOME TODAY:

DATE

MY AWESOMENESS GRADE FOR TODAY:

! !!! !!! ?A— A A+ A ++ +

! !!! !!! ?A— A A+ A ++ +



I’m the most important 
person in the lives of 
almost everyone I know 
and a good number of 
the people I’ve never 
even met.

David Sedaris

WHY I’M KIND OF AWESOME TODAY:

DATE

MY AWESOMENESS GRADE FOR TODAY:

! !!! !!! ?A— A A+ A ++ +

! !!! !!! ?A— A A+ A ++ +



I always said I was like those 
round-bottomed circus dolls— 
you know, those dolls you could  
push down and they’d come back 
up? I’ve always been like that.  
I’ve always said, “No matter what 
happens, if I get pushed down,  
I’m going to come right back up.”

Doris Day

WHY I’M KIND OF AWESOME TODAY:

DATE

MY AWESOMENESS GRADE FOR TODAY:

! !!! !!! ?A— A A+ A ++ +

! !!! !!! ?A— A A+ A ++ +


